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Looking back over 2016, we have had a challenging 

year with things coming to a head in the resignation of 

the Director, Assistant Director and Secretary / Web-

master and appointment of a new Director and commit-

tee – did you notice the bump? 

There have been some changes since then but the 

most important thing is that we are still together, have 

had a good ride program, taken a small group down 

south to help the Hogsback Chapter celebrate their An-

niversary, taken another group north to take part in the Thunder in the Glens Rally, took in 

an evening’s ghost walk in Lincoln, instigated short evening rides during the summer 

months, and made a lot of noise at Debs and Barry’s wedding. 

Looking forward to 2017, we have the exciting prospect of our inaugural event – the Yel-

low Belly Melee in June with our friends from the Hogsback and Sherwood Chapters – and 

another full ride program. 

The Chapter exists only for its members, to enjoy riding their bikes and having fun, family 

oriented activities. To ensure this happens the committee is working very hard to meet this 

aim, and hopefully we will get most of it right. 

You can all help us by talking to the committee, telling us what you like, what you don’t like 

and making suggestions – everyone should have a voice, everyone will be listened to and 

every member’s view matters even when we can’t do what you want. 

Let’s have a fantastic year…. 

The Chapter is manning a 

small stand at the Newark 

Classic Bike Show to meet kin-

dred spirits, find new members 

and raise money for our charity 

of 2017, the Lincolnshire Emer-

gency Blood Bike Service. 

 

Come along and have a look, bring us cake, or both! 



 

 

http://www.lindumcolonia.co.uk 

After  a short period of development—remarkably short 

considering the work undertaken—the Chapter website 

has been re-designed by Andy Fellows to give us a whole 

new look and reflect the Chapter as it is today. 

There is still work to be done—in particular the members 

only area—however the public areas are essentially com-

plete if anything on the web can be said to be finished! 

For most old hands the biggest difference is the disap-

pearance of the Forum, which had previously been used 

to announce Chapter events and Ride-Outs in particular. 

Forums are not generally used within H.O.G.® chapters, 

and the decision has been made to bring us into line with 

this.  

At the same time we in no way wish to loose the function-

ality that the forum brought and so we will continue to 

promulgate the information in a combination of the use of 

the News section of the website and judicious use of Fa-

cebook. So in the case of ride outs the ride information will 

be added to the news section of the website, and can be 

updated in line with the results of reccies. This will be du-

plicated to Facebook to ensure the widest audience as we 

have been doing since the redevelopment of the website 

started. 

Once posted on the Facebook page any questions in re-

spect of the ride can be added as comments on the post 

and these can be answered accordingly. Cancellation of 

rides can be disseminated via the Website and Facebook 

also. 

Family Event!  

Join in the Skittles mayhem and Sunday Lunch 

with your friends and family at the Royal Oak, 9 

Main Street, East Bridgford, NG13 8PA 

This will be followed by coffee and cake at 

Robin Hood Harley-Davidson. 

More details will be posted on the web site soon 

Spaces strictly limited 

Please speak to your Activities Officer:  

Activities@lindumcolonia.co.uk 

The return of this perennial favourite! 

Just when you thought you were getting 

over the excesses of Christmas along 

comes an event to stop your diet in it’s 

tracks! 

Bring your spouse, bring your children, you 

can even bring …. you know who! 

The Family Breakfast Event 

at Frankie and Benny’s 

Runcorn Road, Lincoln 

LN6 3QP 

Meet at 09:30 

mailto:activities@lindumcolonia.co.uk


 

Organised by our Ladies of Harley, an intrepid group of hunters set out from the Magna Carta 

Pub up near the Lincoln Cathedral for a Ghost Walk around the city centre. 

The wind blew, the rain fell and our 

fingers froze but fortified by a small 

quantity of liquid courage our guide led us around the Cathedral quarter pointing out everything 

strange and spooky. There are a surprising number of ghostly apparitions in the city of Lincoln, 

from back in the Roman times right up to date. You can 

still see a column of Legionnaires marching up the 

hill but visible only from the knees up because of 

the change in surface level or have a cold 

hand on your back from a lady carrying a 

baby pushing past you, and be asked by an 

old lady to help her up the hill only for her 

to disappear leaving only an unpleasant smell—

though my children have often done that to me so 

I’m not sure about that one! 

 

A really fun night out, with our thanks going to the Ladies of Harley and especially to Bonny for 

organising it. 



 

2016 sees the final Ride-Out Awards, with a new riding scheme to be introduced for 2017. Con-

gratulations to everyone who received an award for 2016, a sample of which are shown here. 

The Chapter Charity Cheque Presentation was 

made to the Lincolnshire and Nottinghamshire Air 

Ambulance with the Chapter having raised £1023 

from the raffles and other fund raising events for 

2016. 

Congratulations on achieving this magnificent total! 

Chris Thorpe was presented with his Road 

Marshal rocker after being appointed to the 

role by our Director, Paul Redhead. 

Congratulations Chris, and here’s to many 

happy miles eating our dirt! 



 

The European Posse Ride (EPR) is organised every two years 

by members of the Diamond Port Antwerp Chapter with addi-

tional help from others. It’s a big team – 20 members this year – 

and all unpaid volunteers. Their only perks, apart from a job well 

done, are all expenses paid. 

This year, the ride was to 

take in 11 countries over 17 

days – Netherlands, Ger-

many, Denmark, Norway, 

Sweden, Poland, Czech 

Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, Austria and Italy. Only four “off the bike” 

days were scheduled, but even those held the offer of rideouts with 

members of the local Chapter. And all the admin was done for us – 

hotels booked, ferries booked, road captains to lead us ... Just add 

lunch and petrol.  And so it was that 94 bikes and 140 people were to 

meet up in Amsterdam, but, first, we had to get there!  

We both have a pathological dislike of the Hull-Zeebrugge ferry. 

We really hate the wet, steep loading/unloading ramp, and dislike 

the time doing nothing, so we like to overnight near the Channel 

Tunnel and get an early train across to Calais. It’s swift and we 

could get on our way quickly, and this added France and Belgium 

to our list of countries. I know that one or two Chapter members 

are hesitant about venturing into Europe but you shouldn’t be. 

Everything can be sorted online, ferries, tunnel, even hotels if you 

need to, but this time, we didn’t. 

We’d arranged to arrive in the Amsterdam hotel a day early, and there was an evening party at the local 

Harley Dealer to get us into the mood, but as it turned out, we wouldn’t make it. We took the easy way out 

and followed our sat-navs on motorway routes just to get us there quickly... and it was fine when we set 

off from Calais, but as we were speeding along the motorway riding into Belgium, the heavens opened, 

and, without an opportunity to get our “wets” on we were soaked to the skin and our leathers rendered a 

soggy, heavy, mess. The rain was persistent, so there was no point in getting the wets on now... just keep 

going! And we did until we hit heavy traffic jams on the Antwerp 

equivalent of our M25. It was solid, barely moving, and so we 

started to filter. Easier for me being used to the width of my 

bike, but not so easy for Bee whose touring luggage sticks out 

both sides beyond her saddle bags. So we filtered in the rain for 

one and a half hours solid, discovering in the process a nasty 

accident which made the usual Antwerp Ring Friday traffic 

worse. We pushed on as hard as we could, but in the end, we 

needed to stop for some grub and a brief rest and dry out. We 

also took the opportunity to contact the EPR Leader Geert, to 

warn him that we wouldn’t make the party.  

One of the more “interesting” features of this EPR, was that several of the hotels were right in city centres 

and this was true of Amsterdam. Riding in a major city using  sat-nav, and on the wrong side of the road is 

no picnic, but we made it eventually, off loaded our stuff, found the underground car park – more of which 

….By David Martin 



 

anon, checked in, changed and headed for the bar and 

some grub, then early to bed... very, very tired.  

The following day dawned bright and fine, and after a 

great breakfast, we registered with the Posse, and 

were given our first pack of goodies, badges, stickers, 

and briefing docs, before meeting with the whole team, 

and getting info re riding style, learning the EPR song, 

being assailed by a number of strangely attired Vikings 

including the Security Team who warned us of the ac-

tivities of a couple of bad guys, hell bent on disrupting the ride – of which more anon. Then a walking tour 

of the city, and finally tanking up for the following day. This was an adventure itself, Amsterdam being as 

much canal based as road based, and petrol stations in major city centres are hard to find. TomTom 

found us one, but the contortions to get to it, then get back, led us over a multitude of bridges, narrow, 

cobbled streets via tortuous routes.  

 We were allocated to one of four riding groups, which changed 

composition and Road Captain each day so we got to know all 

the other riders. And so we were led out from the centre of the 

city, and on towards Bremen in Germany – a ride of 248 miles. 

Not for nothing is this called a ride and not a tour. Members of 

the team had recce’d the whole thing a few days before, riding 

the pre-planned routes which took in great riding roads, places 

and scenery. So we saw the countryside unfold to reveal chang-

es as we rode on across Holland – sometimes riding below seal 

level, and across  a 20 mile bridge - and into Germany. Our 

schedule was usually morning briefing at 08.15 leaving at 08.30 

and arrival at around 18.30 with the evening meal at 20.00, but 

some days we didn’t arrive till 19.30 …………. so no shower, quick change, beer, food and bed. 

Fabulous hotel in Bremen, bang in the centre, but six of us got separated from the group by traffic lights, 

and with no markers, we were soon lost. Thankfully, we were rescued by 

a French couple who knew the roads. (They were to rescue other riders 

in future too...)  And down and down into the hotel garage, the first of 

many steep, dark caverns. Shower, change, beer, food, bed. 

Like so many in the early part of our journey, the day dawned wet – our 

HD wets {which seemed so expensive when we bought them} really 

earned their keep. Briefing at 8.15 reiterated the importance of second 

man drops offs and staying at your drop however long it took for the 

Sweeper to appear ....”Even if it’s an hour or more”.  That was something 

of a prediction!  Off we set, in a new group, with a new crew of road cap-

tain and sweeper. The description “the Low Countries” is very accurate 

for this journey towards Esbjerg in Denmark. It wasn’t very interesting 

and it WAS very wet and gloomy. Heads down and ride on... for 233 

miles. (NOW we understood the mantra “we laugh at the rain”)  

Esbjerg seemed deserted. Arriving at the recently refurbished Scandic Hotel, we retrieved our luggage 

from the van, headed for the shower, a change of clothes, very expensive beer, and a really good meal. 

Meals were always an adventure. The food was invariably good, if varied, and various announcements 

and presentations of the day’s “ducks” were made for notable screw ups and embarrassments... Not hav-

ing the stamina of some of the younger riders we were soon in bed, and in the blink of an eye, we were 

ready again to hit the road at 8.30 heading for Hirtshals a port town on the northern tip of Denmark. This 

time, although still wet and gloomy, the countryside of West Jutland was very different as we were close 



 

to the coast and its sand dunes and holiday places. Our lunch stop was at the beach resort of Hvide 

Sande – is there anything more miserable than a beach resort on a cold, rainy day? The grub was good, 

however, and we laughed at the rain together ... again! 

The organisation of the tour was really good, with luggage trucks, support vehicles and spares for the hire 

bikes, and experienced technicians who were never too busy to help out. Several times, bikes went down, 

the spare was produced from the trailer, and the busted bike either fixed by the team or trailered to the 

nearest H-D dealer, who, without exception, dealt with the bikes within one day so that they were collect-

ed by Support and taken to the next hotel, ready for the next day. Thankfully, my Road King behaved per-

fectly for the duration, except that the front discs appeared to be warping, causing a pulsing through the 

bike when slowing or coming to a halt. On such a heavy bike, it unsettled its stance and made stopping 

hairy. Eventually, with several ministrations from Lorenzo of the support team, we discovered that the 

problem went away if the discs were cleaned regularly with clean paper towels and disc cleaner spray. It 

appeared that the wet dust from the pads, combined with the wet discs to form a sticky sludgy film adher-

ing to the braking surfaces... Problem solved! 

Hirtshals wasn’t pretty... a fairly industrial port city, and the hotel, although good wasn’t quite used to 140 

rowdy tourists turning up on Harleys after 222 miles demanding beer! Nor were the ferry company used to 

dealing with 94 bikes riding as a group  on one sailing. The company insisted on every person and bike 

having their own ticket. The Posse Team re-

sisted on the basis of the time taken to dis-

tribute them to individuals, have them 

checked in, then collected by the company on 

loading. The Posse Team won and we were 

eventually on our way, a 4.5 hour voyage 

across the Skagerrak, to Langesund in Nor-

way... and what a change in scenery as, led 

by local roads captains, we cruised on wind-

ing roads, over hills, past lakes and through 

forests taking the “interesting” routes, not the 

boring stuff. Not straight to the hotel this time 

but to Lazy Boyz Harley Davidson, Oslo, 

where an alcohol free party and BBQ ensued 

– 0% blood alcohol allowed in Norway! 

Oslo, and our first “rest” day, beckoned after  riding only 125 miles, but travelling 254. Our hotel was 

perched high on a hill overlooking the city, the food was good, the bar service appalling, the beer very 

welcome, and, for the first time, it was dry and we could sit outside in what was left of the sun. The follow-

ing day, we had the choice of riding a fjord route with the local Chapter, or heading off to discover the city. 

By this time, in addition to my sporadic walking problem, I had revealed to B that I was nursing an inguinal 

hernia – I hadn’t wanted to tell her before we set off because I was determined to complete the ride I’d 

been looking forward to for over a year. But I really didn’t fancy walking back up that hill from the local 

tram station.  One of the others had a great idea, however... walk down the hill to the local stop, then, on 

the way back, go one further stop up the hill and walk back down. Brilliant! 

We had a lovely day in Oslo, wandering the waterside in warm sunshine, finding a brilliant restaurant to 

sample authentic Norwegian food – including whale meat, reindeer sausage and some unusual cheeses. 

Just splendid... And so to our return on the tram. It was all going so well, until we discovered that  the 

tram didn’t seem to be climbing after our original stop, just going round the mountain. Suffice it to say, that 

when we eventually found our hotel, we had walked an awful lot further, uphill too, in blazing sunshine... 

ah well... where’s the bar? And don’t forget to get fuelled up before nightfall – an adventure in itself ……..     

………..To be continued in the next edition of The Imp 



 

The Chapter Christmas Party was held at the Showroom, in Lincoln. Now may I say as someone 

not in my first flush of youth, if I appeared bemused and confused at any time, it truly was a great 

night spent with good friends—I just couldn’t hear what anyone was saying! Oh well, who said 

growing up was going to be easy… 

 

It was great to see Ian Jennings our illustrious 

Dealership Principal together with Jackie his wife, 

and Roy and Sandra Radford from the Sherwood 

Chapter.  

 

I think it would be fair to say that eve-

ryone had a great time, some of us 

stayed sober, and not nearly enough 

of us got up to dance—though to be fair 

you have never seen my moves, not a 

pretty sight! 

 

Thanks to everyone who 

came, and especially to Bonny for 

the magnificent 

organisation. 



 

The Bitter End Run this year was to Squires Café Bar near Sherburn-in-Elmet in West 

Yorkshire. For those who haven't heard of Squires, it is a very popular bikers café run 

by bikers just off what was the old A1. The café boasts a good menu including Sunday 

lunch and if you get bored of ogling all the bikes outside, you can also indulge in a spot 

of shopping for bike bits in the shop. See http://www.squires-cafe.co.uk  

The ride started from Caenby Corner Transport Café meeting at 9:30am for a 10am set 

off. The route there was about 60 miles involving as little motorway or the A1 as much 

as possible each way, and took about 1 and a half hours. The weather despite the fore-

cast was rather grey and drizzley. 

It was planned to run up to the Humber Bridge via the A631 from Caenby Corner 

Transport Café towards Market Rasen and then the A46 north to Caistor before heading 

up minor roads to go past Humberside Airport, to the A15. From the Bridge the route 

would be north on the A164 to the Beverley Bypass, then follow the A1035, via Leven, 

all the way to Hornsea seafront.  

Unfortunately the weather proved typically autumnal and the run was cancelled. 

16th October 2016—Yorkshire Seaside Run 

As a replacement for the Yorkshire Seaside Run, Paul Redhead led an (almost) mys-

tery ride starting from Caenby Corner Transport Café and running up to the Humber 

Bridge on minor roads and then north to the Seaways Café in Fridaythorpe, which is a 

popular bikers café with a cracking cup of tea. 

After the café stop, the route was westwards to run back to Caenby Corner while avoid-

ing the Humber Bridge to give a roughly circular route. 

23rd October 2016—Directors Cut—(Almost) Mysterious Yorkshire 

We took a small group of bikes into Gainsborough, after meeting up at the Lincolnshire 

Otter, to support the Gainsborough Market Traders on their Hallowe’en market day. 

Having parked up we stayed for two hours before leaping onto ours steeds and heading 

off to Nottingham for Robin Hood HD’s Hallowe’en BBQ and Sales event, where carved 

pumpkins were entered into a prize draw. Wendy Honey and Mike Richardson won a 

dealership T-Shirt each. 

29th October 2016—Gainsborough Maket Traders Hallowe’en 

30th October 2016—The (Almost) Bitter End Run 

31st December 2016—The Icy Blast 
The traditional season closer, once again this year a short run from McDonalds, South Hykeham, down the A46 to Newark, 

and then North for approximately 5 miles on the A1 to the OK Diner where we will meet up with the Sherwood Chapter for 

lunch. 

A report and pictures will appear in the next edition of the magazine. 

So brings an end to another season of rides…. 

… And so onwards to Next Years Fun and Games! 

http://www.squires-cafe.co.uk/


 

The Chapter wants, and needs, to get 

it’s communication of Ride Outs right. 

It is clear that if we don’t then at least 

some people are going to be left disap-

pointed. 

We have two great tools for informing 

and updating the Chapter members 

regarding the planned ride outs—the 

Website and Facebook—which give 

clear and easily accessed points of contact. 

It is also possible to send out text updates 

close to the event, something that has been 

done in the past and can certainly act as a 

reminder or to give last minute changes.  

The real issue with the text system is that ei-

ther someone has to manually send out texts 

to each member—and it has to be individual-

ly to preserve confidentiality of members in-

formation—or we have to use an online type 

of service that typically cost around £4 for 

each group message. This cost then has to be 

born by the Chapter. 

A further problem with text messaging is that 

members contact numbers change from time to time and unless we have an up-to-date list of 

these people we are trying to contact don’t receive the information and people we are not trying 

to contact do! 

It is our intention to phase out the text reminder / update service and rely on the Website / Face-

book to promulgate the information ……. 

So please check the Website and/or Facebook the evening before a ride  before you set out to 

check for updates and cancellations so that your day is not spoiled or wasted! 



Chapter Planned Events Calendar 

Please Note that published events are subject to change at short notice. For latest information please see 

the Website and Facebook pages shown on the front page of the magazine 

Lindum Colonia UK Chapter Events Calendar 2017 
Rides are classif ied as:  

 

[A] Average: A good day out, as a guide 120 to 180 miles     Chapter Meetings 

[L] Long: Longer than that   Family Oriented Events 

[S] Short: You guessed it     

Month Date Day Ride Comment Length Lead 

January 8th Sunday   Newark Classic Bike Show 
Chapter will have a stand inside, 2m x 2m 
Will be raising money for LEBBS and recruiting 
new members to the Chapter 

N/A N/A 

 12th
 Thursday Chapter Meeting 19:30 Woodcocks N/A N/A 

  15th
 Sunday Family Event Forget the Diet – Breakfast is Back! 

Breakfast at Frankie and Benny’s, Runcorn 
Road, Lincoln, LN6 3QP 
Meet at 09:30 

N/A N/A 

  29th
 Sunday Family Event Skittles & Sunday Lunch at the Royal Oak, 

East Bridgford (nr Nottingham) and then on-
wards for Coffee and Cakes at Robin Hood 
Harley Davidson; 
£9.95 for 1 course / £13.95 for 2 courses 

Maximum of 30 people; £5 deposit secures 
place 

9 Main Street, East Bridgford, NG13 8PA 

N/A N/A 

February 9th
 Thursday Chapter Meeting 19:30 Woodcocks N/A N/A 

  TBC Sunday Mablethorpe 

Sandracing 

Sandracing – to watch not compete!! – and 
Sunday Lunch 

Families Welcome 

Details to be confirmed 

N/A N/A 

  TBC   Winter Walk Walk destination and meeting point to be con-
firmed 

    

March 9th
 Thursday Chapter Meeting 19:30 Woodcocks N/A N/A 

When four of Santa's elves got sick, the trainee elves did not produce toys as fast as the regular ones, and Santa began to feel 
the Pre-Christmas pressure. Then Mrs. Claus told Santa her Mother was coming to visit, which stressed Santa even more.  

When he went to harness the reindeer, he found that three of them were about to give birth and two others had jumped the fence 
and were out, Heaven knows where. Then when he began to load the sleigh, one of the floorboards cracked, the toy bag fell to 
the ground and all the toys were scattered. 

Frustrated, Santa went in the house for a cup of apple cider and a shot of rum. When he went to the cupboard, he discovered the 
elves had drunk all the cider and hidden the liquor.  In his frustration, he accidentally dropped the cider jug, and it broke into hun-
dreds of little glass pieces all over the kitchen floor. He went to get the broom and found the mice had eaten all the straw off the 
end of the broom. 

Just then the doorbell rang, and an irritated Santa marched to the door, yanked it open, and there stood a little angel with a great 
big Christmas tree. The angel said very cheerfully, 'Merry Christmas, Santa. Isn't this a lovely day? I have a beautiful tree for you. 
Where would you like me to put it?'  

And so began the tradition of the little angel on top of the Christmas tree. 

…….. Not a lot of people know this 



 

Lindum Colonia UK 

Chapter 

Monthly Meetings 

Woodcocks 

Burton Lane End 

Saxilby Road 

Lincoln 

LN1 2BE 

Meetings are held 

every second Thurs-

day of each month 

from 7:30pm onwards 

Come along and meet 

other members—the 

evenings are friendly 

and relaxed. Food is 

available to order at 

the bar. 

New and prospective 

members are welcome 

to come along and 

join in. 

Raffle tickets are sold 

each week for a varie-

ty of prizes—all funds 

raised are donated to 

the Chapter’s chosen 

Charity. 

If you have any prizes 

suitable for inclusion 

in future raffles, 

please bring them 

along with you. 

The ride-out awards were introduced to encourage member participation in 
the planned ride-outs, giving an opportunity for people to be recognised for 
the number of rides that they achieved during the year. 

This has now been phased out, to be replaced by a mileage scheme similar 
to those run by Harley-Davidson / H.O.G.® but more suited to a small but 
perfectly formed chapter like ours! 

Chapter members will be able to register their mileage at the start of the 
year and again at the close of the year, with their mileage ridden counting 
towards the scheme. Specifically this includes all mileage ridden, not just 
on Chapter Ride-Outs, to encourage people to get out and enjoy their bikes 
as much as possible. 

Once upon a time there was a non-conforming sparrow who decided not to fly 
south for the winter. However, soon afterwards the weather turned so cold that he 
reluctantly started to fly south. In a short time, ice formed on his wings and he fell 
to earth, almost frozen, into a farmyard. 

A passing cow crapped on the little sparrow, and he thought it was the end. In-
stead, however, the manure warmed him, defrosting his wings. 

Thus warm, happy and able to breath, the little 
sparrow started to chirp….. 

Just then, a large cat came by, and hearing 
the chirping investigated the sounds. Clearing 
away the manure he found the happy bird - 
and ate him. 

This story contains three morals: - 

1. Anyone who shits on you is not necessarily 
your enemy 

2. Anyone who gets you out of the shit is not 
necessarily your friend 

3. If you are warm and happy in a pile of shit, keep your bloody mouth shut. 



 
1. All pipe consists of a hole surrounded by metal or 

plastic 

2. All pipe is to be hollow throughout it’s entire length  - 

do not use holes that are shorter than the total pipe 

length 

3. The ID (Inside Diameter) must not exceed the OD 

(Outside Diameter) or the hole will be on the outside 

4. Always use pre-rusted pipes whenever possible, 

especially if they are to be painted 

5. All pipes over 500 feet long must have the words 

“Long Pipe” painted on each end so that people 

know that it is a long pipe 

6. Any pipe over 2 miles long must have the words “Long Pipe” painted in the middle in addition to item 5 

above so that people do not have to walk the entire length to determine whether it is a long pipe or not 

7. All pipe over six feet in diameter must have the words “Large Pipe” painted on it so that it can not be mis-

taken for small pipe 

8. If flanges are to be used, they must have holes in them for the bolts, quite apart from the big hole in the 

middle 

9. When using elbows, always specify either “Left Handed” or Right Handed” otherwise the pipe may go the 

wrong way 

10. Always use the correct type of pipe - Uphill Pipe for going up hill; Downhill Pipe for going down hill - other-

wise the steam/oil/water will flow the wrong way 

11. Pipes shorter than 1/8th of an inch are very uneconomical to use, requiring many flanges. These pipes are 

generally known as washers 

12. In general do not weld or solder plastic pipes as they tend to deform during the process 

13. Joints in pipes used for piping water must be watertight, whereas those joints on pipes used for piping air 

need only be airtight 

14. Other commodities often confused with pipes include conduit, tubes, tunnels and drains. Always use gen-

uine pipes 

15. If the size of the hole in the middle is not known at the time of manufacture, then “Blank Pipe”, sometimes 

known as steel bar, may be used and the hole inserted later 


